
Dear Leadership Circle Donors – !
May brought more achievements, both locally and nationally. As you peruse the Newsletter, note the 
stories, productions, and awards WPM personnel generated. WPM is quickly growing and rivaling the 
work of many larger market stations. Wyoming may not be able to generate the population and 
demographics of the other 49 states, but we can certainly compete effectively through nationally-
recognized content. Again, this reflects your financial commitment, as most of this work is generated by 
donor-supported professional personnel. !
May/June mark the end of the fiscal year at UW and WPM. We are reaching goals in our fundraising 
areas (Membership, Leadership Circle, and Corporate Underwriting). This is very good news, as WPM 
had a cut in UW salary appropriations a year ago and wasn’t included in the UW’s block grant request to 
the legislature in 2017. Increasingly more of our operation relies on donor funding, and this is where you 
make a huge difference. We can’t control the massive cuts UW suffered in recent years, but we can keep 
the operation fiscally healthy with individual and corporate investment, as well as grants. !
Our federal Corporation for Public Broadcasting funding remains steady and we are grateful! But as we 
all know, this portion of public broadcasting funding is always subject to political whims, and we raise 
our voice as soon as we feel a threat. !
As a university licensee, WPM is participating in and monitoring UW’s new fiscal management system 
changes to ensure that all federal and state broadcast compliance regulations are adhered to. !
Continually, we are on the lookout for opportunities that address our mission and are funded by 
sustainable donor support. These opportunities lie in many areas such as content production, positions, or 
site improvements. The joint reporter position with the Buffalo Bill Center of the West is one example, 
with a few more in planning stages. !
Thank you for your support! Though you’ve heard this before, it can’t be stated enough – “We can’t do it 
without you!” !
Christina Kuzmych 
GM, Wyoming Public Media


